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Natural selection for costly nutrient recycling in simulated
microbial metacommunities
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H I G H L I G H T S

c We study the stability of costly nutrient recycling in microbial metacommunities.
c We use an individual-based model of three microbial species in a spatial environment.
c Cross-feeding interactions lead to recycling, but participation can be costly.
c Patch-level selection for increased productivity promotes recycling.
c Recycling is locally unstable, but globally stabilised by multilevel selection.
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a b s t r a c t

Recycling of essential nutrients occurs at scales from microbial communities to global biogeochemical

cycles, often in association with ecological interactions in which two or more species utilise each

others’ metabolic by-products. However, recycling loops may be unstable; sequences of reactions

leading to net recycling may be parasitised by side-reactions causing nutrient loss, while some

reactions in any closed recycling loop are likely to be costly to participants. Here we examine the

stability of nutrient recycling loops in an individual-based ecosystem model based on microbial

functional types that differ in their metabolism. A supplied nutrient is utilised by a ‘‘source’’ functional

type, generating a secondary nutrient that is subsequently used by two other types—a ‘‘mutualist’’ that

regenerates the initial nutrient at a growth rate cost, and a ‘‘parasite’’ that produces a refractory waste

product but does not incur any additional cost. The three functional types are distributed across a

metacommunity in which separate patches are linked by a stochastic diffusive migration process.

Regions of high mutualist abundance feature high levels of nutrient recycling and increased local

population density leading to greater export of individuals, allowing the source-mutualist recycling

loop to spread across the system. Individual-level selection favouring parasites is balanced by patch-

level selection for high productivity, indirectly favouring mutualists due to the synergistic productivity

benefits of the recycling loop they support. This suggests that multi-level selection may promote

nutrient cycling and thereby help to explain the apparent ubiquity and stability of nutrient recycling in

nature.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The influence of the metabolic by-products of one species
upon the growth and survival of another is one of the most
general forms of ecological interaction. This generality is most
obvious in the microbial world, where mutual exchange of
respiratory substrates (Rosenzweig et al., 1994; Dyhuizen and

Davies, 1980) and essential nutrients (Paerl and Pinckney, 1995;
Konhauser, 2007) occurs consistently. At the ecological level,
reciprocal syntrophic interactions (whereby one species con-
sumes the waste products of another) may facilitate niche
differentiation and species coexistence (Turner et al., 1996;
Harcombe, 2010). At the geochemical level, nutrient cycling and
material flow through food webs provide the feedbacks upon
which global biogeochemical cycles of (for example) N and P are
based (Volk, 1998; Sterner and Elser, 2002). These diverse
phenomena share a circular feedback structure by which material
repeatedly flows through sequential biochemical transformations,
the diversity of which is intertwined with the genetic and
physiological diversity present in the biota.
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From a theoretical perspective one can easily envisage net
nutrient recycling when two (or more) species assimilate each
other’s metabolic products, such that an essential element is
chemically modified but retained within an ecosystem. To this
end, biofilms often exhibit elaborate morphological differentia-
tion that promotes nutrient circulation (Kreft, 2004) and near
steady state net nutrient content (Costerton et al., 1994). How-
ever, any sequence of chemical reactions that leads to a closed
recycling loop in which the initial substrates are broken down and
reassembled must be a net free energy sink, and energy-consum-
ing reactions may become maladaptive in certain contexts for the
organisms that perform them. Microbial metabolic diversity is
such that for any recycling loop, ‘‘side’’ reactions usually exist that
(while potentially competitive at the individual level) prevent the
loop’s closure.

For example, nitrifying (NH4
þ oxidising) and denitrifying (NO3

�

reducing) bacteria frequently coexist (despite their different oxygen
tolerances) in relatively close spatial proximity within distinct layers
of microbial mats (e.g. Paerl and Pinckney, 1995; Konhauser, 2007).
The potential for net N recycling is clear, with nitrifiers and
denitrifiers experiencing growth limited by each others’ metabolic
output. However, although some denitrifiers excrete the NH4

þ that
can be directly assimilated by nitrifiers (Neubauer and Gotz, 1996),
others drive a further series of reduction reactions (gaining a greater
respiratory energy yield) leading to production of inert N2, which is
lost from the system in the gaseous phase (Carlson and Ingram,
1983). Equivalently, one can envisage net S recycling via the simulta-
neous metabolic activity of SO2�

4 reducing chemoheterotrophs and
H2S oxidising chemolithoautotrophs, but net recycling will only
happen in circumstances in which the latter produce SO2�

4 rather
than elemental S, which frequently is not the case (Strohl and
Schmidt, 1984). Another example might be the apparent syntrophic
relationship between methanogens capable of reversing their normal
metabolism and oxidising CH4 to produce H2 and HCO�3 , and the
SO2�

4 reducing bacteria that consume the hydrogen thereby produced
(Hoehler et al., 1994). When hydrogen is at low concentration this
syntrophy is energetically favourable and results in net recycling of
reduced H2. But in the presence of another hydrogen-producer, such
as the acetogens that can also develop syntrophies with methanogens
(Thiele and Zeikus, 1988), this recycling loop will break down.

The theme that emerges from these examples (and many
others) is that although syntrophic interactions can frequently
lead to net recycling, alternative microbial metabolic phenotypes
may equally cause a loss of such recycling—often by directly
outcompeting the recyclers. Effectively, recycling loops can be
‘‘parasitised’’ by species that benefit from the products of recy-
cling, but either do not contribute to the maintenance of the
recycling loop, or actively destabilise it by causing material to
leak from the loop via side-reactions. We here classify reciprocal
nutrient exchange as commensal (species A produces a metabolite
that is later consumed by species B), mutualistic (species A and B
each produce a metabolite consumed by the other, without
incurring any costs), or cooperative (species A and B each produce
a metabolite consumed by the other, at least one of A and/or B
incurs a cost, relative to species that perform a different reaction
with the same initial reactant).

Recycling will result from either mutualistic or cooperative
interactions – but the stability of such interactions under natural
selection is not assured. Indeed, the fact that any circular
recycling loop must ultimately be a net free energy sink suggests
that species whose metabolism drives recycling may frequently
be competitively inferior to those that do not. However, from a
‘‘big picture’’ perspective up to and including global biogeochem-
ical cycles, we know that significant recycling of biologically
essential nutrients does occur, and is directly tied to the meta-
bolism of the biota (Volk, 1998). How can the apparent stability

and ubiquity of nutrient cycling in nature be explained given the
possibility of destabilising selection pressures?

Our goal here is a theoretical examination of how stable
recycling based on mutualistic or cooperative cross-feeding may
emerge and persist, using a minimal individual-based model of a
microbial metacommunity. We deliberately abstract away from
the complexity of real-world recycling loops, which may be
distributed across many species and spatial compartments, to
focus on evolutionary and ecological stability. We include the
generic features that any such nutrient recycling system must
share: (i) a cyclic sequence of metabolic transformations that
potentially leads to net recycling of a reproductively limiting
nutrient and (ii) the presence of a side-reaction that breaks the
loop and may be favoured by individual-level selection. We focus
here on nutrient recycling, as opposed to cycling of respiratory
substrates, which we do not model and are assumed not to be
limiting to growth. Thus our model represents the cycling of a
nutrient through a closed sequence of biochemical transforma-
tions that each converts one nutrient compound to another form.
The evolutionary ecology of nutrient recycling exhibits significant
similarities to that of evolutionary altruism, i.e., the combination
of a potential population-level benefit (increased nutrient avail-
ability due to recycling) and local instability (loss of recycling due
to individual-level competition). Because of the fundamental role
that spatial structure in the environment plays in evolutionary
dynamics involving multi-level selection (Nowak et al., 2010;
Goodnight, 2011), we investigated the importance of space for the
stability and persistence of nutrient recycling.

The next section describes the individual-based microbial
ecosystem model used for these experiments, followed by results
from case study simulations and ensemble-based sensitivity
analysis intended to elucidate key mechanisms. This is followed
by discussion and conclusions.

2. Model description

The model consists of a metacommunity of three microbial
functional types (source S, mutualist M, parasite P) with metabo-
lisms based on three nutrients (X,Y,Z) (Fig. 1). Populations are
distributed across patches that each contain a well-mixed liquid
pool of nutrients that are limiting to growth and are supplied at a
fixed rate. The microbial community is represented using an
individual-based formalism, so that the movement and growth
of individual organisms can be tracked. The metacommunity is
arranged in a ring topology, so that each patch has two neigh-
bours and individuals and nutrients diffuse between neighbour-
ing patches. All population dynamics are modelled using the
individual-based approach, while resource dynamics are mod-
elled using deterministic equations to represent the flow of
resource through and between patches. We follow nutrient
availability and community composition over time (both within
patches and across the metacommunity) during simulations with
different parameter choices. All variable definitions and para-
meter values used in the model are given in Table 1. (Note that
while the model used here is adapted from the Flask model
previously reported by Williams and Lenton (2007a, 2007b, 2008,
2010), there are several significant changes in the current model,
including the removal of abiotic environmental feedbacks and a
substantial reduction in the metabolic diversity of the system.)

2.1. Individual-level processes

The model explicitly represents the growth and replication of
individual microbial organisms (Fig. 2). Each patch is seeded with
an initial population of individuals from each of the three
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microbial functional types. The source S consumes nutrient X and
produces nutrient Y. The mutualist M consumes nutrient Y and
regenerates nutrient X, incurring an energetic cost k. The parasite
P consumes nutrient Y and produces refractory waste product Z,
avoiding any additional energetic costs.

2.1.1. Cell growth

Every microbial organism has a uniquely determined biomass,
which we use as a proxy for cellular growth and stage in the
reproductive cycle. We assume that nutrients are transformed
during metabolism, but not directly sequestered in biomass,

introducing a conversion rate e that scales nutrient uptake to
biomass gain. For the per timestep change of cellular biomass B

for individuals of each of the three functional types S, M, and P we
have

DBS ¼ ezS�g ð1Þ

DBM ¼ ezM�g�k ð2Þ

DBP ¼ ezP�g ð3Þ

where za is the amount of nutrient consumed/produced by each
individual of type a, e is a conversion factor relating nutrient
consumption to biomass growth, and g is a catch-all decay term
representing maintenance costs and metabolic inefficiency. For
the mutualist we introduce an additional metabolic cost para-
meter k, in order to examine situations in which mutualistic
recycling was unfavourable in terms of individual-level
competition.

Nutrient consumption by each organism was defined as a
function of local nutrient availability; every cell would attempt to
consume an amount zmax at each timestep, with this demand
being linearly scaled down when within-patch nutrient avail-
ability is insufficient to satisfy the total demand of the local
population. In effect this is a linearised form of standard saturat-
ing nutrient uptake functions for bacteria in liquid environments
(e.g. Michaelis–Menten functions). Thus the per capita quantity of
nutrient consumed by single individuals of the source S, mutualist
M and parasite P types respectively at each time step is given by

zS,i ¼ zmax �min 1,
Xi

zmaxSi

� �
ð4Þ

zM,i ¼ zP,i ¼ zmax �min 1,
Yi

zmaxðMiþPiÞ

� �
ð5Þ

It is assumed that the nutrients X,Y,Z are the only limiting factors
for growth, i.e., all other metabolic substrates are abundant.

2.1.2. Cell replication \ mutation

Cells grow by gaining biomass until they reach a pre-defined
biomass threshold BR, at which point cell division occurs. Cell
division is a simple representation of asexual reproduction; parental
biomass is partitioned approximately equally between mother and
daughter cells (a slight random asymmetry d is introduced to avoid
artefacts arising from phase-locked reproductive cycles) and cell
type (source, mutualist, parasite) is heritable. The impact of evolu-
tion is approximated by the occurrence (at a low probability PM per

Fig. 1. Schematic of model design. Our model consists of a metacommunity of N

distinct patches connected by a low rate of diffusive between-patch mixing. Each

patch is locally well-mixed and contains a community composed of individuals of

three kinds of microbial functional type (S,M,P) and a resource pool of three kinds

of nutrient (X,Y,Z). The ‘‘source’’ S consumes an externally supplied nutrient X and

produces nutrient Y. The ‘‘mutualist’’ M consumes nutrient Y and regenerates

nutrient X, incurring a cost k. The ‘‘parasite’’ P consumes nutrient Y and produces a

refractory waste product Z. All nutrients are washed out from the system at a

fixed rate.

Table 1
Parameter values used in the individual-based model. Some parameters were experimentally manipulated and thus have multiple values.

Parameter Description Value Units

N Number of patches in metacommunity {10,20,30} Patches

k Cost of mutualism (incurred by species M) (per cell per timestep) f0,0:02,0:04,0:06g Biomass

IX External supply rate of nutrient X (per timestep) {100,200,300} Nutrients

TINIT Size of initial community 100 Cells

f Washout rate for nutrients (per timestep) 10 %

D Between-patch mixing rate (per timestep) {0.01,0.1,1,10} %

BR Biomass threshold for reproduction 120 Biomass

BD Biomass threshold for death 50 Biomass

PM Probability of mutation between types at reproduction 0.001

g Maintenance cost per cell (per timestep) 1 Biomass

tSeed Timepoint when initial community is seeded into metacommunity 500 Time

tTotal Run duration 50,000 Time

F Interval between patch-level mortality perturbations {50,67,100,150,200} Time

zmax Maximum amount of nutrient that can be taken up (per cell per timestep) 10 Nutrients

e Nutrient uptake to biomass conversion efficiency 1 Biomass (nutrient)�1

PD Probability of mortality of each individual (per timestep) 0.01

R.A. Boyle et al. / Journal of Theoretical Biology 312 (2012) 1–12 3
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division event) of mutation between types (modelled as random
reassignment of the functional type of the daughter cell). Thus we
have

If BZBR then:

1. Create new offspring cell.

2. Assign biomass according to:

Boffspring ¼ ð1þdÞ
Bparent

2

Bparent ¼ ð1�dÞ
Bparent

2

where dA ½�0:1,0:1� is a uniform random value used to

introduce asymmetry.
3. Assign offspring cell type based on mutation probability PM:

Offspring Parent

S M P

S 1�PM
PM

2
PM

2

M PM
2

1�PM
PM
2

P PM
2

PM
2

1�PM

End-if.

While this mechanism is clearly a highly simplified representa-
tion of evolutionary dynamics, it serves to continually re-seed
each functional type into the model at low density, capturing the
important property that novel mutants must invade from
scarcity.

2.1.3. Cell mortality

Cell death occurred if biomass fell below a starvation threshold
BD or by a random mortality term with probability PD per cell per
timestep. That is, the probability of cell death at each timestep is
given by

PðdeathÞ ¼
1 if BoBD

PD if BZBD

(

2.2. Patch-level processes

The metacommunity of N patches was arranged in a ring
topology (Fig. 1), such that each patch had two neighbours with
which both microbes and nutrients were exchanged by a low rate
D of diffusive between-patch mixing. Other topologies were
tested and no qualitative differences in model outcomes were
observed. Each patch was internally well mixed, i.e., all indivi-
duals in the same patch experienced the same nutrient concen-
trations. Since the diffusive mixing process was slow relative to
within-patch dynamics, between-patch gradients in nutrient
availability and population density could arise.

Population growth was not modelled explicitly, but as an
aggregate property of the growth and replication of individual
microbes. Each patch was initialised with a seed community of TINIT

cells in total, selected from the three functional types with equal
probability to give roughly equal initial proportions of the source,
mutualist and parasite types, that is, at initialisation we have
SþMþP¼ TINIT and S�M� P. Then for each local patch population,
we have (as an emergent property of individual-level processes):

Dpopulation¼ ½reproduction��½mortality�þ½immigration��½emigration�

Note that all population-level processes are modelled at the indivi-
dual level, so there is no direct calculation of population-level

A

B

Fig. 2. Schematic of individual-level processes. (A) Each microbial functional type performs a different metabolic reaction on the set of nutrients {X,Y,Z}, with growth also

utilising an assumed non-limiting substrate. (B) In each model timestep, every cell is updated for growth, mortality (by starvation or with low probability), and replication

(possibly with mutation). These processes are described fully in the text.

R.A. Boyle et al. / Journal of Theoretical Biology 312 (2012) 1–124
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dynamics. For mixing rate D, each individual microbe had prob-
ability D of emigrating from its current patch at each time point; if
this occurred then it was assigned to one of the neighbouring
patches with equal probability. Thus the emigration rate from a
patch was directly proportional to population size, and the net flux
of individuals between neighbouring patches depended on the
gradient in cell abundance. A patch-level disturbance mechanism
was implemented, whereby every F timesteps the population of a
randomly selected patch in the metacommunity was removed. This
mechanism could represent a variety of disturbance mechanisms in
natural systems, such as grazing or predation, or physical
disturbances.

Nutrient X is externally supplied to each patch at a constant
rate IX, whereas secondary nutrient Y and waste product Z

accumulate only as a consequence of microbial activity. All
nutrients were washed out of the patch at a fixed rate f.
Nutrients are mixed between neighbouring patches at rate D,
where D defines the fraction of each nutrient pool leaving each
patch in each timestep. (Note that D represents the fractional
volume of liquid leaving each patch at each timestep; thus for
mixing of organisms it gives the probability that each individual is
in the mixed fraction, while for nutrients it gives the fraction of
the total pool that is mixed out of the patch.) Mixed nutrients
leaving a patch are divided equally between the two neighbouring
patches. Thus we have difference equations specifying the change
in nutrient availability at each timestep:

DXi ¼ IX�fXi�zS,iSiþzM,iMiþ
D

2
ðXi�1þXiþ1�2XiÞ ð6Þ

DYi ¼�fYiþzS,iSi�zM,iMi�zP,iPiþ
D

2
ðYi�1þYiþ1�2YiÞ ð7Þ

DZi ¼�fZiþzP,iPiþ
D

2
ðZi�1þZiþ1�2ZiÞ ð8Þ

where the subscript i denotes the patch index, S,M,P denote the
size of the population of each functional type, X,Y,Z denote
nutrient levels, and za is the nutrient consumption/excretion term
for type a in the current patch.

3. Methods

Before using the stochastic individual-based model, we initi-
ally analysed a deterministic population-level model of nutrient
recycling (see Appendix), to explore the conditions (in terms of
the cost of mutualism) for mutualist persistence and stable
nutrient recycling within a single focal patch. The population-
level model (described in Appendix) is based on similar principles
to the individual-based model described above and can be viewed
as representing the behaviour of the individual-based model in
the limit of infinite local populations. However, this analytical
approach proved to be quite limited, and hence we developed the
individual-based model.

Our primary method was numerical simulation of the indivi-
dual-based stochastic model, in which we observed popula-
tion and nutrient dynamics. In each simulated time step, nutrient
dynamics were computed by first calculating the (simultaneous)
nutrient uptake and release by all microbes within each patch,
then updating nutrient availability according to Eqs. (6)–(8).
Microbial growth was then determined from nutrient uptake using
Eqs. (1)–(3). This was followed by calculation of reproduction and
death for each member of the patch community. After all local
populations were updated internally in this way, between-patch
mixing of microbes was performed. Parameters were chosen so
that the total change in state in a single timestep was small.
Simulations were seeded with the initial community after

tSeed¼500 timesteps to allow nutrient state to reach equilibrium
before organisms were introduced. Simulation runs lasted for
tTotal¼50,000 timesteps.

We used ensembles of simulations with the same parameters
to normalise for stochastic effects and allow testing of sensitivity
to manipulation of metacommunity structure (number of patches
N and between-patch mixing rate D), nutrient supply (per patch
input rate IX), disturbance regime (perturbation interval F), and
competitive inferiority of mutualists (cost kÞ. See Table 1 for a list
of all parameters and values used in the model and Table 2 for a
complete list of parameter settings and number of replicates for
the ensembles used to generate the results presented. Diagnostic
metrics were the level of nutrient recycling, the relative abun-
dance of different functional types, and overall productivity.
These metrics were calculated for individual case studies and
for ensembles of runs with the same parameters.

In order to measure recycling we borrow the biogeochemical
concept of a ‘‘cycling ratio’’, the quantity of a nutrient flowing
through a system relative to the quantity flowing in to it from the
exterior (Volk, 1998). We define the cycling ratio O of the starting
nutrient X (at a given time point, with respect to a given patch) as
the quantity being consumed by all the source individuals in that
patch zS at that time, relative to the influx rate IX:

O¼
SzS

IX
ð9Þ

Table 2
List of ensemble sizes and combinations of parameter settings used to

generate data.

Index k N IX D F Replicates Note

1 0 10 300 0.1 200 19

2 0 20 150 0.01 100 18

3 0 20 150 0.1 50 16

4 0 20 150 0.1 100 16

5 0 20 150 0.1 150 16

6 0 20 150 0.1 200 16

7 0 20 150 1 100 15

8 0 20 150 10 100 17

9 0 30 100 0.1 67 15

10 0.02 10 300 0.1 200 24

11 0.02 20 150 0.01 100 19

12 0.02 20 150 0.1 50 17

13 0.02 20 150 0.1 100 20

14 0.02 20 150 0.1 150 24

15 0.02 20 150 0.1 200 24

16 0.02 20 150 1 100 24

17 0.02 20 150 10 100 24

18 0.02 30 100 0.1 67 16

19 0.02 20 150 0.1 100 24 Normalised

20 0.02 20 150 Perfect 100 23

21 0.04 10 300 0.1 200 24

22 0.04 20 150 0.01 100 20

23 0.04 20 150 0.1 50 23

24 0.04 20 150 0.1 100 24

25 0.04 20 150 0.1 150 24

26 0.04 20 150 0.1 200 24

27 0.04 20 150 1 100 24

28 0.04 20 150 10 100 24

29 0.04 30 100 0.1 67 22

30 0.06 10 300 0.1 200 24

31 0.06 20 150 0.01 100 24

32 0.06 20 150 0.1 50 24

33 0.06 20 150 0.1 100 24

34 0.06 20 150 0.1 150 24

35 0.06 20 150 0.1 200 24

36 0.06 20 150 1 100 24

37 0.06 20 150 10 100 24

38 0.06 30 100 0.1 67 24

R.A. Boyle et al. / Journal of Theoretical Biology 312 (2012) 1–12 5
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Thus when the quantity of nutrient being consumed exceeded the
influx rate (O41) this indicated the occurrence of net nutrient
recycling.

4. Results

The main finding from analysis of the deterministic model (see
Appendix) was that mutualists can only persist in the presence of
parasites when (relative to the abundance of each functional type
in the focal patch) there is a higher abundance of mutualists than
parasites in neighbouring patches. In other words, immigration
bias in favour of mutualists can compensate for their individual-
level competitive inferiority to maintain the local population, but
in the absence of such bias, parasites will exclude mutualists for
any non-zero cost (k40). This means that local steady state is
always determined by dynamics in neighbouring patches (i.e., by
its context in the metacommunity) and that the persistence of

recycling depends on some form of global dynamic equilibrium
which maintains variation between neighbouring patches. The
key question is therefore what processes may give rise to such
between-patch variation and immigration bias in the metacom-
munity at steady state? This is the question the individual-based
model is designed to address.

The individual-based model shows that for any non-zero cost
of recycling (k40), parasites always exclude mutualists within a
single isolated patch (data not shown). Yet simulations of the
spatial metacommunity show sustained coexistence of mutualists
and parasites, and even dominance by mutualists, depending on
the cost of mutualism k. Fig. 3 shows the spatial distribution of
the different microbial functional types and levels of nutrient
cycling. In local patches, mutualist abundance (M) shows strong
positive correlations with cycling ratio ðOÞ, source abundance (S)
and total population abundance (T). Parasite abundance (P) shows
a strong negative correlation with all these quantities ðO,M,S,TÞ.
Any positive cost of mutualism ðk40Þ gives parasites a within-

Fig. 3. Stable nutrient recycling in metacommunity model. System state (cycling ratio O of nutrient X, total (T), source (S), mutualist (M) and parasite (P) abundance) over

space and time for example simulation runs with different cost of mutualism ðkÞ. Values of O41 indicate net recycling of nutrient X. Other than differing costs, all

parameters are fixed at N¼30, IX¼100, D¼0.1%, F¼67. Note that the ring topology means that patch N�1 adjoins patch 0. (a) k¼ 0, (b) k¼ 0:02, (c) k¼ 0:04, (d) k¼ 0:06.

R.A. Boyle et al. / Journal of Theoretical Biology 312 (2012) 1–126
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patch advantage that in the absence of between-patch migration
allows them to invade a patch dominated by mutualists, causing
the collapse of recycling. By contrast, the greater total abundance
afforded by recycling gives patches with a high abundance of
mutualists a patch-level advantage (since patches with high
levels of recycling export more individuals) that allows recycling
to spread across the system. The cost of mutualism ðkÞ determines
the balance of these individual-level and patch-level selection
mechanisms. When k is zero or small, mutualists dominate, but
as k rises, parasites achieve parity and then dominate. When
parasites exclude mutualists, recycling and total productivity fall.
Interestingly, even when mutualists or parasites dominate, the
other type is not completely excluded, and the global steady state
always shows spatial variation in community composition and
nutrient cycling.

There is sustained positive covariance between total patch
productivity (T) and cycling ratio (O) under any set of parameter
choices that results in mutualist persistence (Fig. 3). We hypothe-
sised that such spatial covariance might be the basis for patch-
level fecundity selection for recycling enabling coexistence or
dominance of mutualists. We confirmed this relationship by
running the metacommunity model in two scenarios where
parameter values were such that stable recycling would normally
be observed, but where metacommunity dynamics were manipu-
lated to remove the possibility of spatial covariance between
productivity and recycling (Fig. 4). In the first scenario, the total
abundance of each patch was fixed at T¼250. Deviations from
this value were corrected at each timestep by either copying or
removing randomly selected individuals; for To250, individuals
were randomly selected and copied, while for T4250, individuals
were randomly selected and removed. This normalisation scheme
permits and conserves between-patch differences in relative
community composition, but ensures uniform patch productivity
and hence uniform rates of between-patch immigration/emigra-
tion under the diffusive mixing process. In the normalised
scenario, despite the initial formation of patches with high
mutualist abundance and high cycling ratios, parasites soon
dominated the system and excluded mutualists, with a loss of
recycling; thus Fig. 4b shows initial spatial heterogeneity

declining to homogeneity at steady state. Once excluded, mutu-
alists were unable to re-establish, despite their continual intro-
duction at low densities by the mutation process. In the second
scenario, we implemented perfect global mixing at each timestep,
whereby all individuals were randomly re-located across the
metacommunity and the total global nutrient pools was evenly
distributed. This global mixing process prevented any spatial
variation in either community composition or nutrient availabil-
ity, though it did permit temporal variation in global mean state.
In the perfect global mixing scenario, parasites dominated and
mutualist abundance quickly fell from its initial level, with a loss
of net recycling (Fig. 4c).

We emphasise the dependence of mutualists and recycling on
spatial variation and covariance of patch productivity (T) with
nutrient recycling ðOÞ in Fig. 5, which shows mean values of
various metrics measured at each timepoint for several different
ensembles. These data show that for all ensembles where high
mutualist abundance and stable recycling was observed, there
was sustained high variance in cycling ratio ðOÞ and total
productivity (T), as well as positive spatial covariance between
O and T. Where this covariance is not observed, there is high
parasite abundance and mutualists are excluded. Thus we con-
clude that the spatial covariance between productivity and
recycling allows mutualists (and recycling) to be maintained in
the metacommunity by a patch-level fecundity selection process,
despite their within-patch competitive inferiority compared to
parasites. Mutualists close the recycling loop with the source type
to recycle nutrient X. Thus patches with increased recycling have
increased availability of nutrient X that allows greater total
productivity, thereby a greater emigration rate that causes the
recycling interaction to spread rapidly across the metacommu-
nity. Thus we have patch-level selection of mutualists for the
synergistic nutrient recycling loop that they enable.

We examined the impact of metacommunity structure and
spatial heterogeneity on the efficacy and stability of recycling
(Fig. 6). We varied the patchiness of the metacommunity by
varying the number of patches (N) while keeping the total input
of nutrient X into the whole system constant (Fig. 6a). This
showed that cycling ratio, total productivity and mutualist

Fig. 4. Recycling fails when between-patch productivity variation is suppressed. System state (cycling ratio O of nutrient X, total (T), source (S), mutualist (M) and parasite

(P) abundance) over space and time for example simulation runs with: (a) between-patch variation leading to stable recycling; (b) spatial variation suppressed by

normalising patch productivity to T¼250; (c) spatial variation suppressed by enforcing perfect global mixing at each timestep. Standard parameters for all scenarios are

N¼20, IX¼150, D¼0.1%, F¼100, k¼ 0:02.
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abundance all showed a positive relationship with patchiness,
increasing as the number of patches increased. Parasite abun-
dance showed a negative relationship with patchiness. Next we
varied the level of spatial heterogeneity by varying the between-
patch diffusive mixing rate (D), which sets the fraction of material
or probability of each individual leaving each patch at each
timestep (Fig. 6b). This manipulation showed that cycling ratio,
total productivity and mutualist abundance all displayed a nega-
tive relationship with mixing rate, while parasite abundance
showed a positive relationship. For both experimental treatments,
we varied the cost k, observing that while it did not alter the
qualitative form of the relationships, it did have a quantitative
impact on the level of recycling. For k¼ 0, a high level of recycling
was robustly achieved across all configurations, while for k40,
the size of k affected the observed level. High mixing rates
(D¼10%) resulted in little or no recycling for any non-zero cost
(k40), suggesting that high mixing removed the between-patch
variation that permitted patch-level selection for recycling;
inspection of spatial variances for ensembles with D¼10% con-
firmed this observation (data not shown).

We further tested the metacommunity model for the sensitiv-
ity of results to the frequency of perturbation, by varying the
interval F between perturbation events in which a single patch
was randomly selected from the metacommunity to have its
population instantaneously removed (Fig. 7). We found that for
k¼ 0, results were largely unaffected by perturbation frequency,
but for k40, there was a positive relationship between perturba-
tion frequency and levels of recycling, mutualist abundance and
total productivity (observed in Fig. 7 as a negative relationship
with perturbation interval). This suggests that the patch-level

perturbation mechanism plays an important role in metacommu-
nity dynamics, by changing the efficacy of the patch-level selec-
tion process.

5. Discussion

We used an individual-based microbial metacommunity
model to study the stability of nutrient recycling in the presence
of parasites and when participation carries a cost. Our results
have shown that, in principle, a fecundity selection process
operating on microbial communities within a spatially structured
environment can promote the recycling of a limiting nutrient,
even when destabilising side-reactions are favoured by within-
patch competition. Recycling based on cost-free mutualistic
cross-feeding interactions between different functional types is
robustly observed in our model, while costly recycling based on
cooperative cross-feeding is observed when between-patch mix-
ing rates are low and patchiness of the spatial environment is
high. Patch-level mortality, such as might result in natural
ecosystems from non-specific grazing or physical disturbance,
strengthens the patch-level fecundity selection for nutrient recy-
cling. The mechanism depends on between-patch variation and
spatial covariance of total productivity and nutrient cycling ratio.
When demographic processes are manipulated to remove this
covariance, the mechanism fails and recycling is lost.

The fact that there is a potential conflict between the within-
patch dynamics (favouring parasites) and the between-patch
dynamics (favouring mutualists via their ability to raise patch
productivity) raises a clear similarity between our results and
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established ideas about multi-level selection. Our model could be
compared with models for the evolution of altruistic cooperation,
which have shown that altruistic phenotypes can be maintained,
despite competitive inferiority with cheats, when the benefits of
altruism accrue preferentially to altruists. Spatial structure is
accepted as an important natural mechanism by which such
associations between altruists and the benefits of altruism may
be sustained (Nowak et al., 2010; Goodnight, 2011) (though see
Verbruggen et al., 2012 for a counter-example). Spatial structure
is believed to be particularly relevant for several specific micro-
bial interactions, e.g. resource cross-feeding (MacClean and
Gudelj, 2006), pathogenicity (Griffin et al., 2004) and ‘‘public
goods’’ problems such as nutrient scavenging by extracellular

enzyme secretion (Allison, 2005), as well as for altruism and
multi-level selection more generally (Nowak et al., 2010;
Goodnight, 2011; Allison, 2005; Johnson and Boerlijst, 2002;
van Baalen and Rand, 1998; Williams and Lenton, 2008). In our
model, spatial structure ensures that the products of recycling
mostly remain in the same location as the organisms responsible
for generating them, so the productivity benefits of recycling
accrue to local community that instantiates the recycling system.
This enables selection of local communities for increased nutrient
recycling, based on the differential export of individuals to
neighbouring patches.

It is worth including a brief comment on terminology. Selec-
tion between groups of unrelated individuals within a subdivided
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metapopulation is a concept with a long history in reference to
group selection (e.g. Wilson, 1990) and there has been a con-
troversial and persistent (e.g. Wild et al., 2009) debate in which
group selection and kin selection are compared. We agree with
the summary of Johnson and Boerlijst (2002) that ‘‘in the sense
that one can define, de novo, any mechanism that increases
inclusive fitness as selection at the individual level, the debate
is about semantics. However, it is not semantic in the sense that
changes in inclusive fitness may be conditional upon dynamics at
levels of organisation above the individual’’. Nutrient recycling
cannot be reduced to a single genotype or a single functional type
of organism, therefore the patch-level ‘‘trait’’ that is selected in
our model is the recycling loop itself, a community-level property
resulting from a between-type interaction. For this reason, we
have referred throughout to ‘‘patch-level’’ selection for recycling,
meaning selection of the full set of functional types within the
patch. However, we propose that ‘‘community-level selection’’
(Goodnight, 2011; Johnson and Boerlijst, 2002) is a more appro-
priate term for a process that is selection of local patch commu-
nities for increased patch productivity enabled by nutrient
recycling between multiple functional types. With regard to the
interesting issue of community-level heredity, we note that in our
model the diffusive mixing process provides sufficient copying
fidelity as to transmit communities from one patch to another
while preserving relative community composition. While diffu-
sive patch-to-patch transmission does not offer perfect fidelity
and is in fact quite error-prone, here the differences in commu-
nity composition that arise from the stochastic mixing process are
actually an essential component of the patch-level selection
mechanism, since they generate between-patch variation.

We emphasize that a selection process of the sort we propose
need not be invoked to explain all the recycling loops observed in
nature - nutrient recycling in the ocean, for instance, can be the
net result of metabolic activity by species separated in space by
many kilometres (Volk, 1998). However, recycling in less well-
mixed environments, particularly biofilms (Kreft, 2004) and soils
(e.g. Konhauser, 2007), may be promoted by dynamics of the type
represented by our abstract model. Since the diffusive mixing
process transported both nutrients and organisms, it has rele-
vance for a variety of natural transport processes based on passive

migration, e.g. diffusive mixing in aquatic, viscous or surface-
attached ecosystems. Where nutrient recycling loops do form,
they offer a synergistic growth benefit to the species participat-
ing, provided that the products of recycling are localised to the
vicinity of these species. A related area where our results may be
relevant is the development of symbioses between different
species with complementary metabolisms. Many existing models
focus on the potential for such symbiotic relationships to be
disrupted, once they already exist, by the selfish interests of the
reproductive partners (e.g. Foster and Wenseleers, 2006).
Another, less well-studied, problem for the evolution of symbiosis
is how a mutually beneficial interaction can be selected prior to
the origin of reproductive coupling between the partner species
(Wilkinson and Sherratt, 2001). Our results suggest that the
combination of a spatially structured environment with a pair
of species whose metabolisms support nutrient recycling is
sufficient for higher-level selection to stabilise and promote their
interaction, possibly enabling the reproductive coupling that
defines symbiosis in the strict sense. For example, this mechan-
ism may play a role in symbiotic colonisation of (for example)
barren rock surfaces by lichens or microbial communities. Addi-
tionally, we suggest that existing modelling studies of nutrient
cycling in more specific ecological systems (e.g. De Mazancourt
et al., 1998; Boudsocq et al., 2009) could usefully incorporate the
general importance of patchy environments in creating a non-
random distribution of species and recycled nutrients.

6. Conclusion

Nutrient recycling may occur in nature for a number of
reasons, many not directly related to natural selection, such as
recycling based on cost-free by-products of metabolism. How-
ever, our model system provides theoretical evidence that recy-
cling based on mutualistic or cooperative cross-feeding can be
maintained by multi-level selection in spatially structured envir-
onments, even when individual-level selection acts against it. We
suggest that multi-species ecological interactions in natural
ecosystems can instantiate nutrient recycling loops that act as
(transient, limited heredity) units of selection. Thus similar
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mechanisms to those known to maintain altruistic traits in
metapopulations may sustain ecological and biogeochemical
nutrient recycling at a range of spatial scales.
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Appendix: Analysis of deterministic model

For comparison with the individual-based model, we derived
some analytical results using a deterministic approximation to
the stochastic metacommunity model. The construction of the
deterministic approximation involved a number of simplifying
assumptions (primarily involving treating the mean of the prob-
ability density function describing mixing by a fixed parameter)
and it does not capture the full dynamics of the stochastic model.
Nevertheless this approach offers some insights about mutualist
coexistence and stability of recycling – specifically allowing us to
formally explore the idea of the maximum cost k that can be
incurred by mutualist individuals whilst still permitting their
coexistence with parasites.

The deterministic model was formed using population growth
equations instead of individual-based growth and replication,
allowing the assumption of fixed rates of change instead of
stochastic processes. Thus the deterministic approximation can
be interpreted as representing the behaviour of the stochastic
model in the limit of infinite local populations. The purpose of this
analysis was to explore the conditions (in terms of the cost of
mutualism) that allow a focal patch to reach a steady state in
which mutualists were able to coexist and that thereby supported
nutrient recycling. Mutualist individuals grow slower than para-
site individuals due to the cost k of mutualism (applied for every
mutualist individual). The strength of any patch-level selection
for recycling (favouring mutualists) could therefore be measured
by the maximum value of k that permitted the coexistence of
mutualists and parasites.

Forming a deterministic approximation of the population
growth dynamics for the source S, mutualist M and parasite P

functional types within a patch, assuming population growth rate
is given by the per individual rate of biomass gain, we can use

DSi ¼ SiðezS,i�g�D�fÞþDSðnÞ ð10Þ

DMi ¼MiðezM,i�g�D�f�kÞþDMðnÞ ð11Þ

DPi ¼ PiðezP,i�g�D�fÞþDPðnÞ ð12Þ

where Si is the abundance of type S in the focal patch and SðnÞ is the
mean abundance of S in the two neighbouring patches (similarly for
M and P). The equations for nutrient dynamics (Eqs. (6)–(8)) are
already deterministic and are used unchanged (although we rewrite
them slightly using (e.g.) XðnÞ ¼ ðXi�1þXiþ1Þ=2 as a notational
convenience).

We can determine a basic condition for mutualist/parasite
coexistence within a single patch in the metacommunity at
equilibrium by solving Eqs. (11) and (12) at DMi ¼DPi ¼ 0. Let k̂
be the ‘‘tolerable cost’’, i.e., the maximum value of k that permits
coexistence. Then by noting that zM ¼ zP and assuming

Mi40,Pi40 we can solve simultaneously to get:

k̂ ¼D
MðnÞ
Mi
�

PðnÞ
Pi

� �
ð13Þ

This simply means that the tolerable cost depends on the
immigration flux of mutualists from neighbouring patches. Mutu-
alists can persist in the presence of parasites only when (relative
to the abundance of each type in the focal patch) there is a higher
abundance of mutualists than parasites in neighbouring patches. In
other words, immigration bias in favour of mutualists can compen-
sate for their individual-level competitive inferiority to maintain the
local population. (The key question, of course, is what processes may
give rise to such an immigration bias in the metacommunity at
steady state.) If we assume a global steady state where all patches
have the same abundance of each functional type (that is,
Si ¼ SðnÞ,Mi ¼MðnÞ,Pi ¼ PðnÞ) then Eq. (13) reduces to k̂ ¼ 0. This
indicates that for any non-zero cost of mutualism, a spatially
homogeneous global equilibrium with mutualist persistence (hence
with the possibility of recycling) cannot be achieved.

To relate tolerable costs to nutrient availability, we might
begin by finding the steady state solution for a local patch in the
metacommunity, assuming given a fixed set of nutrient/microbe
influx terms. When nutrients do not limit individual growth we
have zM ¼ zP ¼ zS ¼ zmax. Solving Eqs. (10)–(12) for steady state
gives functional type frequencies:

Si ¼
DSðnÞ

gþDþf�ezmax

Mi ¼
DMðnÞ

gþDþfþk�ezmax

Pi ¼
DPðnÞ

gþDþf�ezmax

which we can substitute in to Eq. (7) to get the tolerable cost
k̂unlim for the condition of unlimited nutrients in terms of nutrient
availability:

k̂unlim ¼ ezmax�ðgþDþfÞþ
zmaxDMðnÞ

zmax
DðSðnÞ�PðnÞÞ

gþDþf�ezmax

� �
�YiðfþDÞþDY ðnÞ

ð14Þ

However, in the absence of nutrient limitation this cost threshold
is not associated with a unique concentration of nutrient Y and it
also depends on a number of independent variables, limiting the
utility of this expression. For nutrient-limited conditions (which
are expected for any local equilibrium), we have zS ¼ X=S and
zM ¼ zP ¼ Y=ðMþPÞ, which means that the population growth
equations for mutualists and parasites at local steady state
involve quadratic terms and yield little conceptual clarity. How-
ever, note that the simultaneous conditions of nutrient-limited
growth and steady state nutrient concentration in any given
patch imply a constant mutualist:parasite ratio. Let Mi=Pi ¼ a.
Solving Eq. (8) for steady state and rearranging gives

a¼ Mi

Pi
¼

ZiðfþDÞ�DZðnÞ�Yi

DZðnÞ�ZiðfþDÞ
ð15Þ

Then using Mi ¼ aPi and substituting for

M

MþP
¼

a
aþ1

and

P

MþP
¼

1

aþ1

in Eqs. (11) and (12), before solving for steady state and simplify-
ing, we finally get the tolerable cost k̂ lim for nutrient-limited
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conditions in terms of nutrient availability:

k̂ lim ¼
ðgþDþfÞDðMðnÞ�aPðnÞÞ

a DPðnÞ þ
eYi

aþ1

� � ð16Þ

Although this now gives us the tolerable cost threshold in a form
that does not depend on local functional type abundances, a key
point to note is that the cost threshold is not a unique function of
local nutrient availability. The only general conclusion we can
reach is that the maximum tolerable cost is a positive function of
the product of mixing rate D and any bias in favour of mutualists
in the wider population (relative to the composition of the patch
itself), i.e., for the ith patch:

@k̂lim

@DðMðnÞ�aPðnÞÞ
40 ð17Þ

All the expressions for the tolerable cost (Eqs. (13), (14) and
(16)) involve terms for influx from neighbouring patches. This
means that local steady state is always determined by dynamics
in neighbouring patches, i.e., by its context in the metacommu-
nity. Since we saw above that assuming a global equilibrium with
homogeneous patches is inconsistent with coexistence of mutu-
alists and net recycling for any k40, we observe that the
persistence of recycling depends on some form of global dynamic
equilibrium, based on variation between neighbouring patches
that is likely to be transient. The stability condition (Eq. (17))
shows that stable persistence of mutualists (and by implication
recycling) is a positive function of (i) mutualist bias in the
composition of neighbouring patches and (ii) between patch
mixing probability – but, crucially, that neither of these factors
will have a positive impact on recycling without the other.
(Increasing mixing in a parasite-dominated population will not
promote mutualist abundance, and an entirely isolated patch will
be unaffected by the community composition of its neighbours.)
This contingency limits the informativeness of the analytical
approach, and thus justifies our use of a numerical, individual-
based modelling approach for understanding system dynamics.
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